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TUp THEH140DDNiICS 9F BUBB[iaS
Br
John A. Clark

This paper outlines those concitions annanded by the laws of
thermodynamics for equilibriza betwoen the vapor in a bubble and the
surrounding liquid and then employs these concepts with a nucleation
theory in an atteapt to arrive at an expression relating the nucleating superheat in a pure liquid to other fluid properties.

The first

part of the paper deals with the phase equilibrium across a curved
interface and same of its consequences.

In the second part recourse

is made to the kinetic theory of wHeterophaseR thermal fluctuations
given by Frankel for nucleus formation which is extended and employed
to derive a relationShip between a superheat at nucleation and other
fluid properties.

THE THERMODYNANICS OF BUBBLES

BY
John A0 Clark*

During the course of research into the nature and characteristies
of surface boiling heat transfer (5, 10, 1n), it became apparent that
a significant role in the process was played by the vapor bubble.

That

is, in a sub-cooled stream with surface boiling occurring on3y a negligible fraction of the total heat flux could be associated with a latent
heat transport of the' bubb3es.

For this reason among others an agita-

tion theory was proposed (5) and much attention then was focused

subse-

quntly an the bubble itself, its formation, growth and tradjector7
becoming objects of study and analysis.

A measure of success with

is

philosophy has been obtained with a correlation of boiling heat transfer
data in both pool and forced convection surface boiling (11, 12) and
a correlation of burnout or maximum heat flux data (13).
Cavitation, where attention necessar3ris focused also on the
bubble, is now generally recognized to be .similar in may aspects with
boiling.

thile this is doubtless true there exists one important

difference:

in a cavitating system it is necessary to have fluid mtion

relative to a surface; in boiling it is not, although the bubbles them.
selves create a certain fluid movement.

However, cavitation bubbles

are sometimes found to form away from a surface near the center of
the boundary layer as a result of vortical eddies, suggesting that
sOmething in the nature of turbulence is important to the nucleation

*Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering, Heat Transfer Laboratory, Fasachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts,
Associate Member, ASFE.

process (14).

Bubbles formed as a result of heating at a surface

have always been observed to form right at the surface.

Nevertheless,

it is reasonable to assume that the thermodynamics of cavitation bubbles
and the processes of nucleation associated with them are similar to
those of boiling (host transfer) system.

The subject of cavitation

has been given intensive study both experimentary and theoretically
in recent years.

More inforwation on this subject can be obtained

from the searching review of Eisenberg (15, 16, 17) and the lively
discussi

of Make (18,

19, 20).

Aother process thermodyamscally similar to bubble nucleation
is that of wndercooling a vapor, or supersaturation, and the consequent fomation of liquid droplets.- This problem has been given every
treatment by Volmer (21) and Becker and Doring (22).

fndanal

iperaIental work is reported by Sander and Dankohler (23), and
Yellett (24) and Yellott and Holland (25).

The purpose of this paper is to outline those conditions demanded
by the laws of thermodynamics for equilibrium between the vapor in a
bubble and the surrounding liquid and then to employ these concepts
with a nucleation theory in an attempt to arrive at an expression
relating the nucleating superheat in a pure liquid to other fluid
properties.

The first part of the paper deals with the phase

equilibrium across a curved interface and some of its consequences.
In the second part recourse is made to the kinetic theory of "Heterophase"
therml fluctuations given by Frenkel (26) for nucleus formation which
is extended and employed to derive a relationship between a superheat

at nucleation and other fluid properties.

Among the manq theories as

to the origin of nuclei in liquids that given by Frankel wa selected
for the reason thet it is more amenable to theoretical treatment.

It

is recognised that the kinetic theory generally predicts tensile
strengths of liquids greater than those observed.

Two-Phase MUilibrium AcMs a Curved Interfae
The discussion of the properties of the possible states of vapor
bubbles presented in this section of this paper is thermodynaic in
character.

As such it must posulate the existence of a state of

equilibritm among the vapor phase, the liquid phase and the surface
of discontinuity which comprise a thermodynamic system for the bubble.
This state of equilibrium, in general, need not be stable, however.
It can be stable, neutral or unstable, the type of stability for
spherical bubbles uninfluenced by gravity depending on the direction
of the inequality in the following expression (1, p. 242) for vari-ations at constant temperature and the chemical potentials of the
uomppneats,

R

dP',.

E d-

--

i

d'P&O

(1)

Whether this assumption is realistic for a great many 'bubble systems
is not clear, a priori, although it frequently is nade, or is implicit,
in analytical work. Certainly it represents one limit of possible
states for dynamic bubbles and is probably valid for bubbles whose
growth rate is such that the pressure of the vapor is the same or
nearly the same on all parts of the interface as it is in the lterior*

That is, if

fd

is such as to cauae the left han

side of

Equation (1) to exces the right nand side, the equilibrLua is unstable

and the bubble will enlarge. On the other hand, is

d Pa/4

us

the opposite inequality to predominate there will be no tendency for
the bubble to grow and the equilibrim can be regardeu as stable. The
condition of neutral equilibrium exists when equality is reLch-ed in
Equation (1) although the equilibrium may be stable for onanges in one
direction and unstable for changes in the opposite direction.
systems in which the vapor, liquid and surface of disContinuiit

Enr
are all

made up of the ase coponents the equilibriua is alwas unstable.
is the

This

se, for example, in a systen caaposed of abubbLe of pure

vapor surrounded by its pure .6.iquic.

Bt if the vapor or the surface

of discontinuity contain substances not found in the liquid the equilibrim may be stabLe (1).

A bubble containing a gas not soluble

or relatively insoluble in the surrounding liquid is an, examle of this
latter type of systeu.

Bubbles of water vapor and air which ay maem-

tiaes be seen on the inside surfaces of a water container also appear to
be stable bubbles of this trpe. Later the stability will be e=imined
ty another criterion, the free energy.
Equation (1) is derived fran a special torm of a more general relam
tion relating the pressures of the phases of a heterogenous
by a curved surface of discontinuity.

esta separated

When thermodynamio equilibrim has

been established in absence of the effects of gravity, say, between the
vapor in a bubble of arbitrary shape and the surrounding liquid their
pressures are related (1) by

This equation was derived by early workers in the theory of cappijarity
such as YCung (1805), laplace (1806), Gaues (1830) and Poisson (1831)
through purw2y mechanical reasoning with no regard or notion for the
requirements the laws of thermodyWmics.

later Gibbs (1) in a rigorDus

theoretidal treatment showed Equation (2) to be a direct eoniequence of
the First and Second laws of Thermodynamies.

defined by Gibbs as (

/

)

The quantity

IT

uas

, a surface energ;

per unit area, and he called it the "superficial tension".

Although

it is in no way related to a force residing at the surfaoe of discontinuity (2, p. 2-5), it usually is called the "surface tension" in the
modern literature.

The terms C and C2 are the principal curvatures

of the surface at the point uhere the pressures of the phases are

P1

and

p

. ISsM (2) Points out the useful fact that vhere the

bubble is uninfluenced by the effects of gravity, the sum C 1 + C2 is a
constant at all places on the surface at equilibrim even thoug& the
surface is not of symetrical shape.
For the special case of the spherical bubble C1, and C2 are both
equal to 1/R.

Henes, Equetion (2) becomes

Termodynamic equilibrium further demands equality of both the
temperature and the chemical potentials between the phases (1, 3).
Thus, for a single conponent system equilibrium between the liquid
and vapor phases across a spherical surface of discontinuity exists
When the following conditions are obtained:

(6)

-

For spberical bVbbles the superscript ( )' refers to the vapor and

( ) to the liquid.

Equation (4) indicates that the pressure of the

vapor exceeds that of the liquid by a greater amount for smaller bubbles
Van for largwokes.

If thermodynamic analysis were valid to near

sero bubble sis ti, which it is not, it would be expected that this
pressure difference would become enormously large.

A flat interface

may be rega-ded as a bubble having an infinite radius of curvature, such
a bubble being at the other extreme of possible sises.

In this instance

the priszswes of the phases are exactly the same, Equation (4), and at
thermcfywniq equilibrium Equations (5) and (6) are also satisfied.
This 'bhermodynamic state is usually referred to as the saturated liquidvapor states and represents the limit of absolute stability (1).

For

wat these conditions are listed in Tables I and II of the Steas Tables
(4).

The chemical potential per unit mass

'.-T

per unit mass,

/4

in also equal to

(3), and is sometimes called the Gibbs' free energy

7 .'

Fw large bubbles the pressure of the liquid and vapor are very
nearly the same.

Hence, the phase equilibrium is essentially the

normal saturation conditions for which t'

(and t')

is explicitly

related to p' (and p"). . However, when the bubbles are small and the
interface between liquid and vapor has finite curvature the relationship between p and tI is more complex and involves terms relating
to curvature or bubble sise.

One such .equation is given for high

pressure vapor bubbles in Reference (5) and Keenan (3, p. /37) gives
it for a system at low pressures.
The equations (4), (5) and (6), the conditions for equilibrium,
suggest a convenient chart for representing the various states of
equilibrium for vapor bubbles.

This is a

A

or a

-I

plot,

as shown in Figure 1, which shows the equilibrium between various
size vapor bubbles and a liquid of fjgg

pressure.

The general

shape of this curve is typical for all single component fluids for

/di )AT.

which
than \7 .

is greater than sero and

7'

is greater

he isotherms below the critical isotherm all have a

positive slope with a disoontinuity in the first derivative at the saturation line.
All possible equilibrium states for vapor bubbles having radius R
are given quantitatively by Equations (4),

(5) and (6).

Hence, all

possible states- of the vapor in equilibrium with a liquid of n-gg
pressure, p , is shown by the curve a

-. c,, Figure 1, which is the

locus of vapor states having the same temperature and Gibbs' free
energy as a liquid of fixed pressure, p".- The pressure of the vapor
p' along this 3eeus is given by Equation (4) and depends upon the bubble

size R. The radius of the vapor bubble .corresponding to state a' is
Infinitely large and decreases to finite smaller sizes as the vapor
state moves to the left along, the locus a'

-

c'.

In these states the

bubble possesses great thermodynamic instability and probably would
not exist for any great length of time in a single caponent system.
To met the requirements of the laws of Thermodynamics the state
of the vapor is found on a normal isotherm in the superheated region.
On the other hand, equality of the chemical potential, demands that
the liquid state be found on an extrapolation of the same isotherm
from the sub--cooled states of the liquid to the state of fixed liquid
pressure, p".

This is the condition of a superheated liquid.

Hence,

at thermodynam c equilibrium both the liquid surrounding and the
vapor in a bubble are found in a superheated state.

The vapor state

is thermodynamically stable but the liquid in meta-stable or unstableo
As states of the liquid-vapor phases move to the left in Figure 1,
the degree of superheat of both phases and their pressire difference
increase.

The equilibrium bubble size for a fixed liquid pressure

rapidly decreases.

One of the objectives of this paper is to attempt

to predict at which of the liquid states along the locusa" - c",

Figure 1, the system will hucleate, or boil, for constant pressure
heating of the liculd.
The coordinates of Figure 1 may be readily transferred to a
different thermodynamic chart such as the t - a diagram shown in Figtwe 2.
The equilibrium between a liquid droplet and the vapor can likewise be
shown by charts such as Figures 1 and 2 by extensions of the vapor
states into the liquid region.

The equations of equilibria are the

sane except that the notation as to liquid and vapor phases is reversed.
The principal thermodynamic difference in this case s that the vapor

is in the metastable state, called supersaturation.
While the conditions of boiling heat transfer must necessarily
depart from those of equilibrium, the thermodynamic states discussed'
above represents those conditions which must at least exist for a
boiling process to proceed.

It is expected therefore that under all

circumstances the temperature of a heat transfer surface from which
boiling progresses will be at a temperature greater than the saturation
.temperature corresponding to the liquid pressure.

The bubble probably

forms right at or near to the surface from a conglomeration of dissolved
or adsorbed gas acting as a nuclei or by the explosion of -the meta-stable
(superheated) liquid there.

At this point the degree of liquid super-

heat should be the greatest and as the bubbles grow in sise and leave
the surface, as in pool boiling, the superheat of the liquid will be

less and should approach sero as the bubbles approach a flat liquidvapor interface.

This has been confirmed experimentally by mn

investi-

gators, notable Jakob (6), who found a finite liquid superheat even at
a nearly flat interface.

The magnitude of this superheat was, in all

probability, made up of that demanded by equilibrium plus some excess to
allow heat (mass) transfer to the bubbles.
The effect of liquid pressure on the degree of equilibrium superheat also can be justified.

Gibbs (1) p. 43-45 in his discussion of

the thermodynamic surface (F-V-S) introduces the concept of the primitive
surface, the locus of all possible states of a pure substance in tht

10.
absence of the effects of gravity, motion, capillarity, electricity
and magnetism.

'wo important lines or boundaries are located on this

surface, which Gibbs names the Limit of Absolute Stability and the
Lipit of. Essential Instabi lir.

The former is more commonly known as

the saturation line; the latter being t) e locus of the inflection
points on the primitive surface.

7hermodyanmic states encompassed by

this latter limit are absolutely unstable, with a positive value to
)t,
(~&ja/

, and hence are not found in nature.

It is reason-

able to believe that this lAne represents the absolute limit for th
existence of any superheated liquid states.

At low pressures this

line is far removed from the saturation line but at increased pressures
the two tend to merge.

In fact, at the critical pressure they are ideati-.

cal, having not only the same coordinates E,V,S but also the same
derivatives, to the third order.

The distance along the primitive

surface separating these two lines is probably a measure of the liquid
superheat corresponding to the limit of essential instability.

This

would indicate that at lower pressures a liquid can withstand a greater
superheat than at higher pressures, it becoming sero at the critical
pressure.

It seems logical to believe, furthermore, that the same would

be true of any given uncontaminated liquid-solid surface combination.
This hypothesis is borne out experimentally by many investigators

?) (8),

notably Buchberg and associates, (9)p. III-B-39. Other studies carried
out on surface boiling (10) indicate the same trend, the difference between
the wa

temperature and the saturation temperature at steady-state

boiling in the range 1COO psia to 2000 psia being corre3ated to *3 *F
by the equation
tteat

m28 - 0.012p,

(

(7)

11
where p is system pressure in psia.
The * 3F uncertainty In Equation (7) In probably due to irregularities in the chemical-pbysical properties of the surface or to
fluctuating amounts of non-condensible but soluble gases in the
system.

The presence of such contaminants will act to effectively

reduce the limit of essential instability at all pressures.

This is

dramatically shown by McAdams (9).
A viewpoint similar to this has been expressed by Tewperley (27) '
and Wismer (28) who argued that the theoretical maximum tensile strengtu
of a liquid should be fixed by the positions of the minuas of the
Van Dsr Waal. isotherms.

While Temperley above good agreaaent

11th1

data on

the superheating of liquids (29) his values for tensile strength are
too high.

This may be in part a result of dissolved gas and other

nuclei, as he points out, but also to the great possibility of deviations of the meta-stable liquid from the Van Der Wasls' equation, as
suggested by Blake (18), especially since the constants in the equation
are obtained from critical point data.
Van Der Waal. demands a ratio

Furthermore, the equation of

PU,/gt T,

equal to 3/8 which is not

universally true and introduces an arbitrary element into the calcuation of the constants.

It seems better to attach such an idea, whieb

basically is sound, to the fundamental primitive surface of Gibbs'
rather than to an approximate equation af state.
ment would be to extend those of Wismer (28) and

An interesting expert-

Nenrick,

Gilbert and

Wismer (29) by conducting careful measurements at-constat temDeratur
of the minimum pressure obtainable in a liquid anA attempt to correlate
these with a "limit of essential instability", or similar device, for a
wide range of temperatures and pressures.

If such an absolute limit

12.

exists, even if it is modulated to some extent by mechanical vibrations causing local pressure fluctuations, contaminations, dissolved
gas, etc., it will give strength to the postulate that vapor nuclei
can form from an explosion of a meta-stable superheated liquid.
Such has been suggested before (5, 6) and Addams (30) shows a
photograph of a bubble originating on a heated wire which is very
suggestive of an explosive birth.

TheM odynamiics of Vapor Bubble Nucleation
The preceding section was concerned with the thermocnamics of
the equilibriua between vapor bubble and its surrounding liquid.
Here those conditions necessary to nucleate or form a bubble from
a completely liquid system will be examined.

As yet there is no

completely satisfactory theory explaining the mechanism of nucleation, although several are postulated.
the existence of 'nuclei'

Most of the theories assume

froa which embryo bubbles originate, but

the exact nature and origin of these nuclei is not yet completely
understood.

In liquids which have not been specially treated, i.e.,

by pre-compression to several hundred atmospheres or by prolonged
boiling and degassing, it is generally accepted that nuclei could be
submicroscopic bubbles of undissolved gas, vapor, or both (15).

Where

solid boundaries are involved, nuclei are very probably present from
stabilized gas or vapor in crevices and grooves in the surface.

In

general, nucleation will occur first at solid boundaries for liquids
which are non-wetting, as may be predicted analytically (31, 32) and
which is observed.
Some of the existing notions as to the souree of nuclei might

13.

be summarized:
1. Molecular groups are foamed (or built up) by thezmal
(heterophase) fluctuations of molecules with energies
corresponding to the new phase.
2.

Nuclei are cavities formed in a liquid devoid of molecules but into which molecules May flow if the cavity
is sufficiently large.

3.

Bubbles of sufficiently large size are formed by minute "explosions' of a highly superheated liquid.

4.

Nuclei are foreign particles or pockets of dissolved
(foreign) gas.

5.

Nuclei consist of vapor or gas trapped in small crevices in a solid from which bubbles can form during
boiling.

It is quite possible that each of the possibilities listed has
a measure of truth to it and that in a nucleating system one or more
ocur simultaneously.

For boiling systems uith contaminated surfaces

and fluid, the fourth and fifth possibilities doubtless mask other
effects.

Apart from these notions, one should not overlook such

Sextra-experimental" influences as cosmic or other ionizing radiations recently reported by Glaser (33) which can iniiate nucleation.
Such bombardaent may have affected previous nucleation experiments
(28, 29), being responsible, in part, for the great variability of
the results.
A comprehensive survey of nucleation phenomena is given in Reference (35).

Several of the papers having bearing on the present

subject are listed.

Other excellent papers on this subject are those

of Turnbull and Fisher (36) and Fisher (37).

An interesting treitise

of historical value describing some early work and concepts of nucleation, which are surprisingly modern, is that of Aitken (38) in 1878.

14.

For the present purpoaes, however, only the first listed theory
of the source of nuclei, namely, that of heterophase fluctuations,
will be dealt with.

The reason for this selection is not that this

notion is wholly convincing but simply because it seems to lend itself best to a type of analytical treatment, the results of which
seem reasonable.
In order to emphasize the rature and viowpoint of this theoreticel. treatment, the question of the thermodynamic stability of a nucleiw, given by Freankel (26) and others, is dealt with in sme detail
in Appendix A. The results are sumarized here.

For iso-them"I

fluctuations at constant pressure, the change in the Gibbs' free energy per nucleus having an aparent spherica. radius R is shown in Ap-pendix A to be given by;

or,

4rr

G

(9)

Here R* is the "critical" or equilibrum radius of the nucleus,
given by Equation (4).

For

-th2l

fluctugtions at ccustant

pressure, this free energy change is shown in Figure 4.
point the notation d2)p

At this

will be dropped, as it will be underaitood

that all fluctuations are at constant temperature and pressure.
The interpretation of this result is as follows:
(a)

B/& 4. 1.

Thermal fluctuations may bring about vapor cav-

ities of radius h in this size range, but, since AZ/n > 0
at constant p 1 t, this is not a permanently allowed variation, and the systemomust return to its initial state,

i.e., state A, with a cavity collapsing to zero size.
(b)

IVI

= 1.

Saae as (a), except that in return of system

to initial Z, pst cavities may either collapse or enlarge.
At this point AZ/n = 4/3fr2.
(c)

2/R>l.

Same as (a), except that in return of system to

initial Z, pt

there will be a permanent residue of vapor

in constantly enlarging cavities.

These fluctuations ooi'-

respond to absolutely unstable states of the system as far
as configuration is concerned.

An intezmediate state for

which AZ/n = 0, at constant t, p, corresponds to

IVR* = 3/2.

Preswaably the systea coulu stop here and be in equiibri.us with the initial state A. However, it is easy to see
that the equilibrima of this intemaediate state is highly
unstable and not likely to persist for any great length of
time, particularly in a dynamic system.

It is stable as

regards decreases in cavity sise but unstable to ,nr
in R. The moment pM cavity obtains a size R,

3/2,

the

entire system imediately sweeps to another state containing vapor, since A /n > 0 for this variation.

For R/I*

considerably greater than 3/2, AZ/n varies a proximately

as -2/3(2Vi)3, which accounts for the rapidity with
which the change may be expected.
The fluctuations considered here have been assumed to proceed
isothezmally and at constant pressure.

This was dananded in order

to apply the stability criterion provided by the Second Law of ThermodynaAics (1, 3).

Since the cavities do not include a large pro-

portion of the system mass, the fluctuating systea may in fact approach

16.

the isothermal.

Whether it is at constant pressure depends princi-

pally on the configuration of the vapor.

The stability analysis

did not assune any special configuration, except to introduce an apparent spherical cavity of radius R.
it to an equilibriua cavity Rtt,

This was done in order to relate

also spherical.

Once the system

fluctuates to states having apparent cavities RA 1tM, then it rather
rapidly nucleates and seeks other states of larger cavity size.

Ow-

ing to the speed of this latter reaction, it is probable that the
process is adiabatic, and proceeds along paths independent of those
considered so far.

The question of the adiabatic formation of a bub-

ble in the presence of solid interfaces is considered elsewhere (31,
32).

Without introducing here the complicating feature of solid in-

terfaces, it is suffice to state that the above superheated system,
once it nucleates to peimanent vapor states, proceeds approximately
at constant enthalpy to cavities having radii of curvature R infinitely large, i.e., a flat interface between liquid and vapor, providing
it is accomplished adiabatically at constant liquid pressure.
According to this fluctuation theory of nucleation, the freeenergy change of the system, corresponding IRW = 1, AZ = /1 13r
may be considered the 'nucleating free energy.' It is snimilar to an
energy barrier which, if once surmounted, permits the auto-catalytic
process of vapor formation to proceed.
The problem so far examined predicts a certain unstableN cavity
of size R* for the system at any given temperature.- The question now
posed is that for a given system at what temperature will Munstable"
nuclei be encountered and the system nucleate.

That is, how much

superheating can a system withstand before it nucleates.

According

to the postulates of the fluctuation theory, cavities are being formed

17.

continuously in a superheated liquid at each temperature.

Since it

is comon experience that bubbles do not grow in a liquid the instant
it is heated to its saturation temperature, and often not until it
is considerably superheated, there must be some correlation between
the degree of superheat necessary to nucleate and the corresponding
'unstable" cavity or cavities, if the fluctuation theory is to be
useful in explaining andpredioting the conditions for nucleation.
The following development is directed toward this goal.

Assme

that at any instant the number of cavities of sise R is distributed
in the fluid according to a Boltanann distribution as suggested by
Frankel (26, p. 376, 384)

N A7
&A%,

KT

C1

(10)

where a' is the mass of system associated with .

cavity having a

radius U1 , and C is treated as a constant.
Now, the total free-energy change of the system for the n(R )

A

cavities is

(49%1

AZ

us

e

(11)

Furthenmore, for the cavities of 'critical' size this result becomes
K =)C

e

.(12)

or, rearranging slightly,

A.

IO~
"El'%

t4

.-.

IZ

A1 v

Actually, it is unnecessary to speak of 'critical'
ties as each cavity is a potential 'critical" nucleus.

(13)
Ase

cavi--

However, for

a fixed tmperature of the syste2, cavities having radii less than
1N, Figure 4, which is a function of the superheat, are not of first

18.

importance as they cannot grow spontaneously.

In any given super-

heated system, it is visualized that cavities up to a certain size
are continuously forming owing to heterophase fluctuations and cl~
lapsing, if their radii are lees than R*.
systea is increased, the cavity
larger radii.

As the superheat of the

pulation includes more cavities of

Finally, at some critical value of the superheat, the

cavity population is extended to include a certain number of cavities
having radii exactly equal to YO (only one would be necessary, but
owing to other considerations, a great many more are probably required to sustain the auto-catalytic process).
cleation occurs.

At this instant nu-

This process is shown in the following sketch;

tAX)nustA CAW1'j SI PS

OwPr 1 o I461Is

.er

Ar

CAn 11 SsIM)

o

T

This sketch is largely -self-explanatory.
T,

ta
M

At a zero superheat,

there aae doubtless same cavities, having a Small maximun size.

As the superheat is increased at constant liquid pressure, it is postulated that the maximum cavity size in the population also increases,

19.

the distribution of cavities still being the Boltanenn distribution
previously suggested.

Also, from thenmodynamics considerations the

equilibrium, or "critical" cavity, IM, decreases as the superheat
io increased, Figure 1.

With continuod cuperheating of the liqjuid,

some teaaer,,ture is reached L.t which the maximu: size of the cavities
produced by fluctuations is exactly equal to the equilibrium cavity
size, R*.

If a sufficient number of those cavities are farmed, nu-

cleation will proceed s,,ontaneously.

The object here is to attempt

to predict ;raat the magnitude of this superheat will be for any given
system.

Fiuation (13) is plotted versus (6Z*/n)/m'rET, for constant temper&ture, pressure, and mass in FiLre 5. (See footnote* at end of
paper.)
The )rincipal significance of this curve is that for constant
temperature and pressure, there exists a certain aZ*/n for which the
total free-energy chcange of tiie initial systam 4Z*, owing to cavities
formed of this size, becomes a maximum.

Since AZ*/n is directly re-

latea to the radius h* of a "critical" cavity, this result indicates
that the total free-energy change tt

constant teimperature and pres-

sure of the initial system becomes a maximum for cavitics having a
particular radius, nuaely,

0 = (I)c.rit* This result enables a re-

lationship to be obtained between the "critical" superheat neces.sary
to nucleate anL other properties of the system, as will be shown.
interpretation of Figure 5 is similar to that of Figure 4.

The

That is,

for constant temperature, values of AZ*/n less thEn the critical are
brought about by cavities having a radius k* less than (#) crit, and
there is no nucleation as a consequence of the Second Law of Thermodynaaics.
The value of (Z*/n)/m'IET

corresponding to maximum free-energy

2O

change may be found by differentiation of Equation (13), or from
Figure 5.

This critical value is

or

The mass m is interpreted to be that mass associated with a
single cavity.

Its magnitude is then written (m/n), where a is the

total system mass and n is the number of cavities of a given Gie
contained in that mass.
(Mr/n) crit,'

In the above development this may be written

corresponding to the critical superheat.

It has been shown, Equation (9), that AZ*/n is related to- HO
through

ITTr
So, by Equations (14) and (15)
~C7m3(16)

~j....

Furthermore, from theTmodynaaios
*e

r

i

found (Appendi
%1X

(*,rr

B) to b7
(17))

Substitution and rearrangement of Equations (16) and (17) leads
to the following expression relating the nucleating superheat, T,,,
to various other properties.
S3
Now, T in Equation (18) is equal to Tf + TX, crit.

(18)
By rearrangement

21.

this result can be put into the following cubic equation which could
be solved by trial and error.
3

T*_

j(l4

3

T'T.

T k"

(19)

.

A simplified form of Equation (19) may be obtained bry noting that T
is approximately equal to T * This is a better awumption at high
pressures than at low pressures.. Hence,

The quantity (n/m%) exit. is estiuated from Equation (10) as
-A
/

follows;

N

\/iVr

N/.

Following Frenkel's suggestion (26, p. 376), C1 wl be assmd
to be approximately unity.

Hence,
(21)

Equation (20) then becomes

TI, f
Since (v /Jhf

4 T

= (dt/dp)

(22)

Tf, Equation (22) may be written as

follows in order to show more clearly the effects of temperature and
pressure:

While both Equations (22) and (23) are difficult to use at this
point to compute nucleating superheat, owing to the te= N/r,

they

do indicate what variables might be expected to be important in the

eC.-

process.

The eqCuations also indicate a decroasing critical superheat

at higher temperatures or pressures, which is in agreement with experimenta.

observLtions.

At the thermodynamic critical state this

superheat is predicted to be zero, as is expected1, by the tezm r3/2.
This is consistent with stability theory as sugested by Gibbs' primitive surface in E-V-S space, mentioned earlier.
Equation (22) raay be used to calculate the ratio of the critical
superheat at a higher pressure to that at atmospheAc pressure as a
function of pressure, with the assumption that N/m is not a pressuredependent function.

Ty.

This is given by the following expression.

~

*(

/

)*

T

where the superscript o refers to conditions at 14.7 psia and 212 F.
Equation ("4) is shown in Figure 6, where surface tension data are
taken from (40) and steam properties frou (4).

For coiarison with

this result the same ratio taken from UCLA measurements (39) of the
maximum buperheat obtainable in a water-glass system is shown.

Also

given is the ratio of superheats as calculated from Van Der Waals'
equation, as ?resented in Reference (39).

The saae general shape of

the curves is seen, but the curve given by E-uation (24) falls considerably lower than the others, particularly ct low prensures.

This

could be a result of assumaing N/m to be constant and the more approxi-.
mato nature of Equation (r22)

at the lower pressures, as noted.

)ossible that the number of nuclei por pound, N/mr,

It is

varies considorably

with pressure.
In order to find what this variation might be, the ratio (N/m)/
(N/m)

0

was obtained using Equations (22) and (24) and compared with

'3,

the UCLA ieasuremaents given in Figure 6.

It is assumed that no ef-

feet of the glass surface influenced these meaesureiients, which may
not be strictly true, but the data are the maximuin observed superheats,
so such effect i; minimized.

This ratio may be written

.b(IOVr.)c/

Jine

5)

The result of this c zaparison is givon in Figure 7.
predicted superheats, Equation (.2),

To bring the

into line with those measured

(39), a one-hundred-fold increase in the num'er. of nuclei per pound
over that at atmaospheric pressuro is required in the region of 4.00
psia.

In

At higher pressures the nuclei concentration diminishes.

view of the theoretical uncertainties and the simplifications involved in this. analysis, it is not clear whether a maximum in the
nuclei concentration is to be expected or not.
should await further refineuents in the theory.
be done yith Equation (19),

Firmer conclusions
riore can probably

for example, and -ore measurements on

several different fluids would be desirable.
As one final result iu the estimation of (N/m) 0 for water.
quantity is calculated from Equation (;2),
for T

employing the UCLA data

crit' and found to be approximately 1.4 % 1019.

This W

compared with the number of molecules per pound, 3.33 x 10
maximum number )ozsible for N/m.

Thin

be

, the

Hence, the average number of nole-

cules associated with e:ch nucleus is about 1400, according to this
estiiation.

Using &uLtion (17) the volume of the critical nucleus

iu found to be 1.50 x 10'* ft

3

and contains about 2700

olecules.

Thi. is very close to the 24)0 com)uted as the averz;e numiner of molecules associated with eLch nucleus.

It would appear th.t iaolecules

azssociated with the cri tical nucleus are all contained within it!

'4.

Of course, there are a grcL t number of nuclei of much smeler volme
and contUning, gre&tabny less molecules, since both vary as R3 . In
this light the result computed for (N/lm)

does not seaa unreasonable.

* Footnote hegarding Equation (13):

Actually Equation (13) is uoro of a first derivative, or rate
of change of totala Z considering all N nuclei, as can be shown,
than the total A Z itself. The assumtion here is that at any instant nuclei of a given size only are present in the system, which
interpretation leads to the results given. Further refinement of
the theory on this point can be anticipated.

APENDI A
ANALYSIS O AkABILITY

JIMTEION 2D

A VhOR NUCERS

Consider a )ure liquid of mass a in an initially superheated state
A, as shown in the p-S diagraa in Figure 3. . If by thezmal fluctuations,
or other means, some vapor and a surface of discontinuity are formed
at the pressure and temperature of the liquid, the chane in the Gib

?

free-energy of the system is written:
AZ)F

kI~AL.

or

The surface free-energy

aa

be found as fola t

Now Gibbs (1) has shown that

Hence, Equation (A-2) is

urthemore, since a = m + me, (neglecting a)

and assuming

the vapor to be ene.osed in n spherical vapor cavities of radius R
at the pressure and teaperature of B, Equation (A-3) becomes,

(i

OA+

4rft

or,

At
Itwillbenotd thtr

=hm-TsL

w(

-4)

and that theafass of vapor

I

IJ

assigned to each cavity is (4/3)rRf/vB,bonce
rt

A

.

+ 4

i(A-5)

Now, ait thenmodynamic equilibrium, according to Equation (6),
A=

IC,
and from themodynamics,

(dk. - WS
ds-sd)t-

x-two. (AP-6)

If the equation of state of the vapor may be written pv O

1"5!,

where zP is the compressibility coefficient (3), Equation (A-6) becomes

providing (p' = pm)/p" is small compared with unity. Furthezmore,
at the equilibrium state C of the vapor the pressure difference
(pt = ps) is written from Equation (4)
.(A-)

where heo represents the radius of a spherical bubble whose vapor is
in a state of equilibrium with the liquid at A, bccording to Equations (4), (5),

and (6).

This cavity is sometiLes called the Rupture

or 'Critical' Nucleus (34).
S~~
mi

Hence, Equation (A-7) is found
AV6

(A.9)

A-3

Equction (A-5) =ay then be rearranged to form

A
,A

(....)

3

This result expresses the change in the free-energy of the

(A-10)
Sy*-

tera, at conste.nt temperature and pressure, per fonation of a nucles
having an apparent radius R and related to the equilibrium nucleus
of radius U*.

B-I
Ae!11iDIX B

DilVsliION OF A RILATIONSIPf1

BETWEEN P.* AND T

The clapeyron equation may be written

T( L
Integrating Equation (B-1) fro

)(B-1)

p", Tf to p , T, Figure 3, gives
r ((B-)

Now, if (hg/vg) does not very significantly over the interval,
EquL-tion (B-.) becomes

(I+

(B-3)

or, for those cases for which T/Tf is anall comaured with unity,
Eqution (B-3) is

....

(B-4)

Furthenaore, if pand p' Lre nearly the same, then Equbtion (B-4)
becoiaes

TQ
The a)?roximLtions in E.uctions (B-4) and (B-5) tend to compensate each other.
Now, by EquLtion (4),

substituting R* for R,
-i

(B-6)

and rearrenging Equation (B-5) and (B-6) produces

.k0

(B-7)

Equation (B-7) shows that I-* is approimately inversely proportional to the superheat, T .

NOMEN~CATURlE
2

A
C.,

UM

- Area, ft'
C,.

- Curvature, ft~I

C

- A constant, Equation (10)

E

-

Base of Naperian Logarithms

9h

-

-

MI-

U

hthalpy, BTU/lbm

Conversion factor, 778 fte-lb/BTU

J
a

Internal energy,, ft-lb,

Mass, lb,
M4ass per nucleus, 1bm

-

N

Number of nuclei of a given size
Total nuiaber of nuclei

p

-Pressure,

R

-Padius,

I

- Gas constant, ft-lbOf-1bm

8

psia
ft

Entropy, BTU

S

-

Entropy, BTU/lb

T

-

Abso.ute temuerature, OR

TX

a

- Superheat,, T - Tf, Ot

u

- Internal energy, BTU/lbm

V

- Voluae, ft

v

- Sp:ecific voluae, ftA/lbm

Z

- Gibbs Free-hnergy, BTU

S

- Gibbs Free-Energy, BTU/lb

A

- Chaical potential per unit mass, BTu/Ab

A-

- Compressibility coefficient,

3

- burface tension, lb/ft

1)

Subscripts

(

)

- Saturation conditions.

(
(

)
)c

- Wall conditions

(
(

) ct

(

)

*

- Critical state
- Nucleating state

Vaporization property

)
-

Saturation state

Supersocripts

(
(

)

- Vapor

)"

-Liquid

(

)

-

Equilibrium condition

(

) crit

-

Nucleating condition

(

)o

- Conditions at p

(

)

- Surface

= 14.7 psia and t

212 F
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